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Abstract

Three studies tested whether witnessing incidents of racial discrimination targeting Black people may motivate White people to engage in collective action for racial justice. In studies of White Americans (Study 1) and self-identified White activist “allies” (Study 2), witnessing incidents of racial discrimination predicted greater willingness to participate in collective action for racial justice, through the pathway of enhanced awareness of racial privilege. Studies 1 and 2 showed that awareness of racial privilege uniquely predicted the link between witnessing incidents of racial discrimination and willingness to participate in collective action for racial justice; these effects were consistent both with and without controlling for Whites’ sense of identification with their own racial group. Study 3 tested experimentally how witnessing incidents of racial discrimination may compel White people to become more motivated to engage in collective action for racial justice. Compared to those in a control condition, White participants who were randomly assigned to watch a brief video depicting recent discriminatory incidents targeting Black people (e.g., Starbucks incident in Philadelphia, housing incident at Yale University) tended to show greater motivation to engage in collective action for racial justice, an effect accounted for largely by enhanced awareness of racial privilege. How witnessing incidents of racial discrimination can transform views of privilege and willingness to stand up for racial justice among members of advantaged racial groups is discussed.
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Witnessing racial discrimination shapes collective action for racial justice:

Enhancing awareness of privilege among advantaged groups

Typically, members of advantaged racial groups tend to have limited awareness of discrimination targeting members of disadvantaged racial groups (Tropp & Barlow, 2018). White Americans are generally less likely to perceive racial discrimination against Black people and other racial minorities than are Black Americans (Gallup, 2016; Pew, 2016). Many White Americans are also disinclined to believe that racial prejudice and discrimination still exist against racial minorities (Wilkins & Kaiser, 2014), often presuming that members of disadvantaged racial groups are somehow exaggerating any claims of discrimination they may face (see ABC News 2000; Dover, Major, & Kaiser, 2014).

We contend that one reason for this limited awareness of racial discrimination targeting other racial groups is that, because of their relative racial privilege, members of advantaged racial groups do not regularly experience the same kinds of mistreatment as those experienced by members of disadvantaged racial groups. Race-based privileges are often invisible to advantaged racial groups, at the same time as they are readily visible and likely to impact the life experiences and opportunities of members of disadvantaged racial groups (see Case, 2012; Case, Hensley, & Anderson, 2014; Case, Iuzzini, & Hopkins, 2012; McIntosh, 1989, 2012, 2015). Indeed, White Americans are not only unlikely to see instances of discrimination targeting members of disadvantaged racial groups, but they also tend to be unwilling to accept that being White might help their ability to get ahead (Horowitz, Brown & Cox, 2019; Knowles, Lowery, Chow, & Unzueta, 2014).

Given that White people in the U.S. are largely unaware of racial discrimination commonly faced by members of disadvantaged racial groups, we contend that witnessing instances of racial discrimination targeting disadvantaged racial groups should enhance their awareness of the existence of this discrimination. Importantly, White people must be aware
that racial discrimination targeting people of color regularly occurs to be motivated to take
action toward reducing such discrimination and promoting racial justice (see Dion, 2003).

Consistent with this view, prior research would suggest that the more aware people are
of structural inequalities, the more likely they are to engage in collective action to address
these inequalities (see, e.g., Dion, 2003; Duncan, 1999; Dunn & Szymanski, 2018; Thomas &
McGarty, 2009). Moreover, it is possible that witnessing racial discrimination would not only
motivate some White people to take action to combat racial inequality, but that—through the
process of becoming aware of racial inequality—they may also become more aware of their
own relative racial privilege (see Ellemers & Barreto, 2009; Tropp & Uluğ, 2019 for related
discussions). In the present work, we, therefore, propose that witnessing incidents of racial
discrimination targeting members of disadvantaged racial groups should meaningfully shift
advantaged racial group members’ awareness of racial privilege, and in so doing, motivate
them to stand up and engage in collective action for racial justice.

Privilege Awareness among the Advantaged

Some prior research has focused on how awareness of racial privilege may shift the
attitudes of advantaged group members toward greater acceptance of the disadvantaged. For
example, heightened privilege awareness among White Americans has been shown to predict
more positive attitudes toward African Americans (Stewart, Latu, Branscombe, & Denney,
2012; see also Powell, Branscombe, & Schmitt, 2005). Relatedly, among heterosexuals,
greater acknowledgment of heterosexual privilege has been linked to more positive attitudes
toward same-sex marriage and marriage equality (Case & Stewart, 2010). As evidenced by
these examples, the research conducted thus far has looked at how greater awareness of
privilege among members of advantaged groups predicts attitudes toward the disadvantaged.
What remains largely unknown, however, is the extent to which privilege awareness might be
associated with corresponding shifts in willingness to take action to promote intergroup
equality (see Powell et al., 2005 for a related argument). Other research has examined how advantaged group members respond when racial inequalities are framed either in terms of outgroup disadvantage or ingroup privilege (see, e.g., Iyer, Leach, & Crosby, 2003; Leach, Snider, & Iyer, 2002; Lowery, Chow, Knowles, & Unzueta, 2012). This body of work suggests that recognition of racial discrimination and recognition of White privilege are related, yet distinct, concepts (Iyer et al., 2003), which predict different emotional and motivational responses to inequality (Lowery et al., 2012; Lowery, Knowles, & Unzueta, 2007). For instance, focusing on how disadvantaged racial groups are discriminated against may lead members of advantaged racial groups to feel sympathy for the disadvantaged, whereas focusing on Whites’ advantage and instances, where Whites discriminate against Black people, may lead Whites to feel guilty (Iyer et al., 2003).

In the present research, we argue that witnessing incidents of racial discrimination targeting members of disadvantaged racial groups may raise advantaged group members’ awareness of their privileged position, and correspondingly, their motivation to engage in collective action to promote racial justice. In line with the research cited above, we contend that, for members of advantaged groups, perceiving discrimination against disadvantaged groups focuses on the experiences of the disadvantaged outgroup, whereas acknowledgment of racial privilege focuses on the position of the advantaged ingroup relative to the disadvantaged outgroup (Leach et al., 2002; Lowery et al., 2012). In our view, this distinction carries crucial implications for motivating collective action for racial justice among members of racially advantaged groups. Indeed, it may well be that perceiving disadvantaged racial groups to be discriminated against is not sufficient to compel members of advantaged racial groups to take action to promote racial equality. Rather, it may be that members of advantaged racial groups may only feel compelled to take action when they become aware of their own relatively privileged position in society. Consistent with this analysis, research
conducted by Reimer et al. (2017; Study 1b) with heterosexual participants showed that their perceptions of discrimination against non-heterosexuals did not significantly predict collective action to promote the interests of LGBT communities. A central goal of the present research is, therefore, to extend this line of work and test more directly how witnessing incidents of racial discrimination relates to advantaged group members’ awareness of their racial privilege, and how awareness of racial privilege, in turn, predicts advantaged group members’ inclinations to take action to promote racial equality and justice.

**Motivations to Engage in Collective Action for Racial Justice among the Advantaged**

Little research evidence exists regarding how awareness of racial privilege may predict willingness to participate in collective action to promote racial equality and justice among members of advantaged racial groups. Most prior research on awareness of structural inequalities has been framed in terms of group consciousness among members of disadvantaged groups, and how this awareness may predict their willingness to participate in collective action to benefit their own groups’ interests (Duncan, 1999; Dunn & Szymanski, 2018). This work shows that one of the most important predictors of intentions to engage in collective action among disadvantaged group members concerns their perceptions of inequality. Perceiving inequality has long been recognized as a key motivator for collective action among members of disadvantaged groups (Dion, 2003; Kelly & Breinlinger, 1996; Wright & Tropp, 2002), such that the more disadvantaged groups perceive that their groups are targets of unjust treatment, the more inclined they are to engage in collective action to support their group (Uluğ, Odağ, & Solak, in press; van Zomeren et al., 2008).

By contrast, very little is known regarding how awareness of privilege may propel advantaged group members to engage in collective action to promote intergroup equality or the interests of the disadvantaged. Instead, studies predicting support for collective action among members of advantaged groups have tended to focus on the predictive value of other
factors, such as intergroup contact and intergroup emotions (e.g., guilt and empathy among the advantaged; Mallett et al., 2008; Selvanathan et al., 2018), as well as moral conviction and/or beliefs in the efficacy of such action (van Zomeren et al., 2011). Yet some studies offer preliminary insights suggesting the value of examining privilege awareness as a predictor of support for collective action among members of advantaged groups. For example, in the context of gender relations, advantaged group members may become more willing to participate in collective action once they are convinced that inequality is prevalent and too widespread to be ignored (Iyer & Ryan, 2009). Similarly, it has been shown that awareness of how multiple identities intersect (i.e., intersectionality) is related to greater intentions to be politically active (Curtin, Stewart, & Cole, 2015). Nonetheless, at present, we have limited knowledge of how advantaged groups’ awareness of racial privilege may enhance willingness to engage in collective action to combat racial injustice.

In addition to focusing on the racial context, we expand upon earlier work in this area in two crucial ways. First, we examine specifically how witnessing instances of racial discrimination targeting the racially disadvantaged may contribute to building awareness of racial privilege among the racially advantaged, and in turn, to predicting their greater willingness to engage in collective action for racial justice. We argue that if members of advantaged racial groups directly witness instances of racial discrimination, they may begin to recognize the pervasiveness of discrimination faced by members of disadvantaged racial groups, and how racial discrimination manifests in ways beyond what they themselves are (or are not) likely to experience in their daily lives (see Pew, 2019). Recognition of such forms of discrimination targeting the racially disadvantaged should, therefore, enhance the extent to which members of advantaged racial groups become aware of racial privilege, which could, in turn, enhance their willingness to participate in collective action to address the racial inequalities they now perceive.
Second, we extend prior work by employing both survey and experimental research designs to test the role that privilege awareness may play in relations between witnessing racial discrimination and willingness to engage in collective action for racial justice among advantaged group members. Most prior studies on this topic have used experimental procedures to examine the role of privilege awareness in intergroup contexts (e.g., Powell et al., 2005; Stewart et al., 2012). Our studies add to this literature by operationalizing privilege awareness both in terms of how it may be induced in any given moment (using experimental procedures) and how it may be perceived on a more ongoing basis (as assessed in surveys), along with testing its role in the relation between witnessing racial discrimination and willingness to engage in collective action for racial equality and justice.

Overview of Research

In the present research, we hypothesize that witnessing instances of racial discrimination targeting the racially disadvantaged will predict advantaged racial group members’ willingness to engage in collective action for racial justice. We also propose that awareness of racial privilege among the racially advantaged serves as a key pathway through which witnessing instances of racial discrimination transforms into greater willingness to take action against racial inequality. In each study, we have investigated how members of an advantaged racial group (White Americans) respond to instances of racial discrimination experienced by members of a disadvantaged racial outgroup (Black Americans). More specifically, we examined the extent to which witnessing incidents of racial discrimination predicts willingness to engage in collective action for racial justice, while testing privilege awareness as a process variable linking the effects of witnessing incidents of racial discrimination to collective action for racial equality and justice.

In this program of research, we have employed different research methodologies to examine how White Americans’ witnessing of racial discrimination would predict their
willingness to engage in collective action for racial equality and justice. First, we conducted online survey studies of Whites who comprise part of the broader U.S. population (Study 1) as well as those who identify specifically as White activist “allies” in the struggle for racial justice (Study 2). Across these studies, we examine links between witnessing discrimination, privilege awareness, and willingness to engage in collective action both with and without controlling for Whites’ racial identification, given prior research showing that highly identified members of advantaged groups are less inclined to recognize inequality, since acknowledging inequality could threaten the perceived legitimacy of their group’s advantaged position (Doosje, Branscombe, Spears, & Manstead, 1998). Related work also suggests that higher White identification is associated with more negative attitudes toward Black people (Stewart et al., 2012) and a greater motivation to protect the interests of Whites as a racial group (Lowery, Unzueta, Knowles, & Goff, 2006). Moreover, it has been shown that when White Americans think about White privilege, they are more likely to endorse racist attitudes, yet only when White racial identification is sufficiently high (see Branscombe, Schmitt, & Schiffhauer, 2007).

We then conducted an experimental study (Study 3) in which we randomly assigned White participants either to be exposed (or not exposed) to recent and highly publicized incidents of racial discrimination targeting Black people. We used these procedures to test more directly how witnessing incidents of racial discrimination may lead White participants to become more willing to engage in collective action for racial equality and justice, through the pathway of greater privilege awareness.

**Study 1**

**Method**

**Participants and Procedure**
We received IRB approval for this research from the University of Massachusetts Amherst. A total of 581 self-identified White American participants were recruited to complete online surveys through Amazon’s Mechanical Turk. Participants received $1.00 USD as compensation for their participation at the end of the study. Two hundred ninety-six of the respondents identified themselves as female, 283 as male, one as other, and one did not respond to this question. Respondents’ ages ranged from 21 to 78 years ($M = 39.23$, $SD = 12.23$). Overall, participants’ political orientations ranged across the political spectrum ($1 = \text{Liberal}, 11 = \text{Conservative}$), with the mean score falling near the midpoint of the scale ($M = 5.14$, $SD = 3.10$).

Measures

**Witnessing incidents of racial discrimination.** We used ten items adapted from Krieger et al. (2005) to assess how often participants reported having witnessed an incident of racial discrimination in their day-to-day lives, in which a Black person was treated differently than other people would be treated (e.g., “A Black person has been treated with less courtesy than other people”). Responses to these items ranged from 1 (never) to 4 (four or more times; $\alpha = .96$).

**Awareness of racial privilege.** We used five items developed by Case (2007) to assess participants’ awareness of racial privilege: 1) White people have privileges that Black people do not have in the United States; 2) White people automatically have more opportunities than Black people in employment and education; 3) Black people are disadvantaged in society and White people are at an advantage; 4) White people are at an advantage because they hold most of the positions of power in American society; and 5) White

---

1 All measures, including materials used in the experimental manipulations in Study 3, are available at [https://osf.io/n7vzw/?view_only=e5f42e2b4650428ea9f633cb014ba98](https://osf.io/n7vzw/?view_only=e5f42e2b4650428ea9f633cb014ba98)

2 We conducted an exploratory factor analysis to assure that all ten items in this scale load onto a single factor. The results showed that all ten items loaded on the same factor and only one component extracted (all factor loadings > .77; see Supplemental Online Material).
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people must be willing to give up their privileged status before Whites and Blacks can be truly equal in the U.S. Responses to these items ranged from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree; $\alpha = .95$).

**Willingness to engage in collective action for racial justice.** Participants indicated how willing they are to participate in three different collective action behaviors related to the Movement for Black Lives, by adapting items from Odağ, Uluğ, and Solak (2016): 1) protesting on the streets during Black Lives Matter protests, 2) attending forums, meetings, or discussion groups related to Black Lives Matter protests, and 3) posting messages on social media about the Black Lives Matter protests (1 = never, 5 = always; $\alpha = .92$).

In addition, using two items adapted from Knowles and Peng (2005), participants indicated how strongly they identify with their advantaged racial group, to be used as a control variable in data analysis. Participants’ scores on two items assessing White identification were averaged prior to data analysis: “I feel strong ties with other White people in the U.S.” and “I identify with other White people in the U.S.” (1 = strongly disagree, 7 = strongly agree, $r = .80$).

**Results and Discussion**

**Preliminary Analyses**

Correlations among the variables and their means and standard deviations are presented in Table 1. Greater witnessing of racial discrimination was associated with both greater awareness of racial privilege and greater willingness to engage in collective action for racial justice. In addition, greater awareness of racial privilege corresponded with greater willingness to engage in collective action for racial justice. White identification was not significantly related to witnessing racial discrimination; however, greater White identification was significantly associated with lower awareness of racial privilege and lower willingness to engage in collective action for racial justice.
Mediation Analysis

We conducted a mediation analysis using PROCESS Model 4 with 5,000 bootstrapped samples (see Hayes, 2013) in order to test whether awareness of racial privilege mediates the relationship between witnessing racial discrimination and willingness to engage in collective action for racial justice. We conducted this test of mediation both with and without including White identification as a covariate in the model as a statistical control; these tests yielded similar results, and the model that does not include White identification as a covariate is reported below.

Results indicated that witnessing racial discrimination was a significant predictor of awareness of racial privilege, and that awareness of racial privilege was a significant predictor of willingness to engage in collective action for racial justice (Figure 1). Witnessing racial discrimination remained a significant predictor of willingness to engage in collective action for racial justice even after including awareness of racial privilege in the model. The indirect effect was tested using a bootstrap estimation approach with 5000 samples; results indicated a significant indirect association between witnessing incidents of racial discrimination and willingness to engage in collective action, \( b = .21, SE = .03, 95\% \text{ CI } [.17, .26] \) with the effect size (ratio of indirect effect to the total effect) of 0.48. A sensitivity power analysis also showed that with the available sample size \( N = 581 \), we had 95\% power to detect an effect size of Cohen’s \( d = .03 \).

\[^3\] Once we included White identification as a covariate in the model, the indirect association remained significant, \( b = .21, SE = .02, 95\% \text{ CI } [.16, .26] \). Overall, White participants who were highly identified with their racial group were significantly less likely to be willing to engage in collective action for racial justice. We have also tested ingroup identification as a moderator by using PROCESS Model 14. The interaction between awareness of racial privilege and White identification was not significant and the interaction did not predict willingness to engage in collective action for racial justice (\( b = -.02; \ SE = .01, p = .091 \)).
Study 1 offered support for our hypothesis that witnessing incidents of racial discrimination would predict greater willingness to participate in collective action for racial justice among White Americans, in part through the pathway of enhanced awareness of racial privilege. These effects held after accounting for participants’ White identification—a factor that has been shown to shape perceptions of racial discrimination and racial equality in past work (Branscombe et al., 2007; Doosje et al., 1998; Lowery et al., 2006).

Overall, we observed a low level of willingness to participate in collective action for racial justice among White American respondents in the MTurk sample in Study 1 ($M = 1.74; SD = 1.05$; see Table 1). Indeed, a high proportion of the White Americans surveyed indicated that they would not be willing to support the Black Lives Matter movement in the future by protesting ($n = 470; 70.2\%$); by attending forums, meetings, or discussion groups ($n = 359; 61.8\%$) or by posting messages on social media ($n = 344; 59.2\%$). It is possible that the limited variability in willingness to participate in collective action for racial justice may have somehow curbed relations among the key variables in Study 1. Also, we observed that a third of our respondents reported never having seen an incident of discrimination ($n = 200; 34.5\%$).

We, therefore, conducted a second study for which we recruited a sample of White American participants who were more actively engaged in collective action behavior and perhaps more likely to have witnessed incidents of racial discrimination, in order to examine associations between witnessing racial discrimination, awareness of racial privilege, and willingness to participate in collective action for racial justice.

**Study 2**

Study 2 aimed to investigate how witnessing incidents of racial discrimination may predict greater awareness of racial privilege and willingness to participate in collective action for racial justice among White Americans, with the explicit goal of examining links among
these variables among White Americans who are more likely to be engaged in collective action than the more general White population surveyed in Study 1. As in Study 1, we expected that witnessing racial discrimination would predict willingness to engage in collective action for racial justice through the pathway of greater awareness of racial privilege.

**Method**

**Participants and Procedure**

Given how low levels of reported willingness to participate in collective action for racial justice were in Study 1, we focused on recruiting White American participants who indicated that they had participated in at least some form of prior collective action for racial justice. To recruit participants for this study, we contacted local activist networks, Facebook groups, and campus organizations to submit posts that would help us to identify people who would refer to themselves as “White allies.” Potential respondents were informed that the study’s aim was to examine White people’s perceptions of and experiences with other racial groups in various contexts, and they could participate in the study if they had previously taken at least one prior action relevant to racial justice. Interested individuals were directed to a link where they could access an online survey. As part of our outreach efforts, we allowed members of these activist networks and groups to share the link to the online survey with others who might also be interested (i.e., snowball sampling).

Screening questions at the start of the online survey asked participants about their racial or ethnic background and whether they had participated in any prior form of action for racial justice, such as attending a protest. A total of 99 individuals who self-identified as “White” and who indicated at least some prior participation in action(s) for racial justice then voluntarily completed the rest of the online survey. Seventy-two of the respondents identified themselves as female, 21 as male, and six as “other.” Respondents’ ages ranged from 18 to 72.
years ($M = 30.88$, $SD = 12.96$). Additionally, on a scale ranging from 1 (Liberal) to 11 (Conservative), participants recruited for Study 2 tended to report more liberal political orientations ($M = 2.44$, $SD = 1.59$) relative to participants recruited for Study 1 ($M = 5.14$, $SD = 3.10$); $t(245,85) = 13.15$, $p < .001$.

**Measures**

We used the same measures as those used in Study 1 to assess witnessing incidents of racial discrimination (Krieger et al., 2005; $\alpha = .92$), awareness of racial privilege (Case, 2007; $\alpha = .89$), and willingness to participate in collective action for racial justice (Odağ et al., 2016; $\alpha = .75$). Once again, we included a two-item measure of White identification to be used as a statistical control in data analysis (Knowles & Peng, 2005; $r = .66$).

**Results and Discussion**

**Preliminary Analyses**

Correlations among the variables as well as their means and standard deviations are presented in Table 2. Consistent with findings from Study 1, witnessing racial discrimination was associated with both greater awareness of racial privilege and greater willingness to participate in collective action for racial justice. Greater awareness of racial privilege was also associated with greater willingness to engage in collective action for racial justice. In addition, White identification was not significantly associated with witnessing racial discrimination or willingness to participate in collective action; however, greater White identification was associated with lower awareness of racial privilege. We also observed that mean scores on White identification tended to be lower among self-identified White allies in Study 2 ($M = 4.21$, $SD = 1.36$) than among White MTurkers in Study 1 ($M = 4.84$, $SD = 1.36$); $t(678) = 4.29$, $p < .001$. At the same time, mean scores on willingness to participate in collective action

---

4 We again conducted an exploratory factor analysis to assure that all ten items in this scale load onto a single factor. The results showed that all ten items loaded on the same factor and only one component extracted (all factor loadings > .57; see Supplemental Online Material).
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for racial justice were significantly higher among self-identified White allies in Study 2 ($M = 3.67, SD = .80$) than among White MTurkers in Study 1 ($M = 1.74, SD = 1.05$); $t(160.62) = -21.11, p < .001$.

Mediation Analysis

We conducted a mediation analysis using PROCESS Model 4 with 5,000 bootstrapped samples (see Hayes, 2013) to test whether awareness of racial privilege would mediate the relation between witnessing racial discrimination and willingness to engage in collective action for racial justice. To be consistent with Study 1, we conducted this analysis both with the 5 and without including White identification as a covariate in the model. As these tests yielded similar results, as in Study 1, the full model that does not include White identification as a covariate is reported below.

Results showed that witnessing racial discrimination was a significant predictor of awareness of racial privilege, and that awareness of racial privilege was a significant predictor of willingness to engage in collective action for racial justice (see Figure 2). Witnessing racial discrimination was no longer a significant direct predictor of willingness to engage in collective action for racial justice once awareness of racial privilege was included in the model. The indirect effect was tested using a bootstrap estimation approach with 5000 samples; results indicated a significant indirect association between witnessing incidents of racial discrimination and willingness to engage in collective action, $b = .12, SE = .05, 95\% CI [.03, .23]$, with the effect size (ratio of indirect effect to the total effect) of 0.58. Although this

\footnote{Once we included White identification as a covariate in the model, the indirect association remained significant, $b = .10, SE = .05$, but it was a somewhat weaker effect, 95\% CI [.02, .21]. However, unlike in Study 1, White identification did not predict willingness to engage in collective action. We also tested White identification as a moderator by using PROCESS Model 14. The interaction between awareness of racial privilege and White identification was not significant, and the interaction did not predict willingness to engage in collective action for racial justice ($b = -.05; SE = .08, p = .470$).}

Insert Table 2
study of self-identified White allies is underpowered, a sensitivity power analysis showed that with the available sample size \((N = 99)\), we had 95\% power to detect an effect size of \(Cohen’s d = .16\). 

Paralleling the results from Study 1, results from Study 2 suggest that witnessing racial discrimination predicts greater willingness to engage in collective action for racial justice, through the pathway of greater awareness of racial privilege. These findings replicate and extend the results of Study 1 by demonstrating these trends among Whites who have been more actively engaged in collective action behavior and who identify as “allies” in the pursuit of racial justice.

Together, results from the first two studies consistently show that witnessing racial discrimination predicts greater willingness to engage in collective action for racial justice among the racially advantaged, and that awareness of racial privilege is a key pathway that links them. Across the two studies, we have also demonstrated this same indirect association among White Americans with varied political orientations who are represented on MTurk (see, e.g., Ross, Zaldivar, Irani, & Tomlinson, 2010), and among more liberal Whites who identify as “allies” and have taken at least some prior action to promote racial justice.

Nonetheless, a limitation of the first two studies is that they examine the effects of witnessing incidents of racial discrimination and awareness of racial privilege using only self-report measures. In these survey-based studies, we relied on participants’ perceptions of incidents as involving racial discrimination, and we could only examine associations between participants’ perceptions and their reported willingness to engage in collective action for racial justice. Experimental evidence is needed to more firmly test the hypothesis that witnessing incidents of racial discrimination would cause shifts in White Americans’
willingness to engage in collective action for racial justice, as well as to clarify how awareness of racial privilege informs relations between these variables. Study 3, therefore, aimed to test experimentally whether and how witnessing racial discrimination may lead White people to become more aware of racial privilege and more willing to participate in collective action for racial justice.

We should note that the sample size in Study 2 was relatively small, and we are aware that a small sample size can undermine the reliability of mediation analyses (e.g., Fritz & MacKinnon, 2007). While recruiting “hard to reach populations” may be challenging (see, e.g., Sadler, Lee, Lim, & Fullerton, 2010), we still believe these data from White individuals who identified as “allies” usefully extend the research, by allowing us to consider whether similar patterns of relations are likely to emerge among White allies relative to the patterns observed among White Americans more generally in Study 1. Although the results of Study 2 are in line with the findings of Study 1, we sought to gather a larger sample of participants in Study 3, along with incorporating experimental procedures to examine the effects of witnessing incidents of racial discrimination.

**Study 3**

In 2018, several incidents of racial discrimination were highly publicized and depicted in posts that went viral on social media. For instance, in one well-publicized incident at Yale University, a White resident called the police stating that a [Black] woman “she did not know” was sleeping in the common room of her dormitory; as it happens, the Black woman who fell asleep in the common room was one of her neighbors (Wootson, 2018). In another highly publicized incident, a White employee of a Starbucks coffee store in Philadelphia called the police when she saw two Black men sitting at a table without ordering anything. The men reported that they were simply waiting for their friend to show up, and others present
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reported that the men did nothing wrong; still, the police escorted these men out of the Starbucks in handcuffs (Stewart, 2018).

Even though these incidents were highly publicized, not all White people in the U.S. were aware that they had occurred, nor were they aware of how common such incidents tend to be in the lives of Black Americans (see Garcia-Navarro, 2018). Using excerpts from video coverage of these incidents, Study 3 tested experimentally how witnessing incidents of racial discrimination might compel White participants to become more willing to engage in collective action for racial justice through enhancing their awareness of racial privilege.

Method

Participants and Procedure

A total of 258 self-identified White American participants were recruited to participate through Amazon’s Mechanical Turk. Participants received $1.25 USD as compensation for their participation at the end of the study. One hundred forty-six of the respondents identified themselves as female, and 112 identified themselves as male. Respondents’ ages ranged from 22 to 78 years ($M = 39.53, SD = 12.82$). As in Study 1, participants’ political orientations ranged across the political spectrum ($1 = Liberal, 11 = Conservative$), with their mean score falling near the midpoint of the scale ($M = 5.89, SD = 3.38$).

To introduce the study, the following instructions were given to all participants: “First, we would like you to imagine yourself living in different locations. Please watch the screen, and when prompted, respond to the questions that follow.” This strategy was implemented to use a consistent cover story across the two conditions. After these instructions, participants were randomly assigned to either the experimental condition ($n = 131$) or the control condition ($n = 127$).

In the experimental condition, two brief videos of racial incidents (i.e., housing incident at Yale University, Starbucks incident in Philadelphia) were presented to participants
in the same order. In the first video, participants watched footage (without sound) from the incident at Yale University with some captions depicting a dialogue between the Black student and police officers (e.g., a police officer saying to the Black student: “We need to make sure you belong here”). Toward the end of the first video, a brief reference was made to other recent incidents of racial discrimination experienced by Black people seeking services (e.g., via Airbnb, at Nordstrom) with captions such as: “It’s just the latest instance of police responding to false alarms involving people of color” and “in April two Black men were arrested for sitting in a Philadelphia Starbucks.” 6 In the second video, participants watched footage (without sound) from the Starbucks incident in Philadelphia with captions such as “What did they [the police] get called for? Tell me, what did they [the Black men] do?” The total duration of video footage presented to participants in the experimental condition was two minutes and 16 seconds; we allowed participants to see captions of what was said during the incidents, but not listen to the sound, in order to make participants’ experiences across the two experimental conditions as similar as possible. In the control condition, still photographs showing the inside and outside of the dormitory at Yale University and of the Starbucks in Philadelphia were presented to participants in the same order for the same duration of time (2 minutes 16 seconds); scenes from the same locations, without sound, captions, or any notable reference to the discriminatory incidents, were purposely used in the control condition to ensure that any effects of the experimental manipulation would be due to witnessing incidents of racial discrimination and not due to viewing the locations in which such incidents occurred.

After viewing these materials, participants were asked one question as a check for the experimental manipulation: How often do you think Black people experience discrimination in relations with the police? (1 = not at all; 4 = extremely frequently). In addition to the

---

6 In both incidents, someone called the police on Black people as Black people were suspected that they might be burglars or shoplifters (please see https://www.cnn.com/2018/05/07/us/airbnb-police-called-trnd/index.html and https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/get-there/wp/2018/05/17/shopping-while-black-african-americans-continue-to-face-retail-racism/?utm_term=.fd0f705c885d).
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manipulation check, participants completed the same measures used in Studies 1 and 2 to assess awareness of racial privilege (Case, 2007; \( \alpha = .95 \)) and willingness to participate in collective action for racial justice (Odağ et al., 2016; \( \alpha = .91 \)).

At the very end of the study, participants were also asked to indicate whether they had any prior exposure to news coverage of the incidents (locations) depicted in the experimental materials. Specifically, participants were informed that we had a few final questions to ask them, which pertained to recent events that have occurred in different parts of the United States. Participants were then presented with a brief excerpt from a published news article together with a link to the news article – first in relation to the Yale University incident (Wootson, 2018), and then in relation to the Starbucks incident (Stewart, 2018). After presenting each excerpt, participants were asked if they had heard of any news coverage of each incident before today, and if so, how much news coverage they have seen regarding [the Yale dormitory/Philadelphia Starbucks] incident; scores on each item ranged from 1 = none to 4 = a great deal. Responses to these two items were correlated \( r = .43 \) and averaged to create a composite measure of prior exposure to discriminatory incidents.

Results and Discussion

Manipulation Check

As a check for the witnessing manipulation, an independent samples t-test compared how often participants randomly assigned to the experimental and control conditions reported that Black people experience discrimination in relations with the police. The witnessing manipulation was successful, \( t(255) = -2.77, p = .006 \). Participants in the witnessing condition were significantly more likely to report that Black people experience discrimination in relations with the police \( (M = 3.14, SD = .94) \) than participants in the control condition \( (M = \) 

---

7 It should be noted that, in Study 3, items assessing willingness to engage in collective action were framed in terms of “protests for racial justice” rather than in terms of “Black Lives Matter protests” to allow for a broader focus in this study.
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2.81, $SD = .96$). It is also worth noting that participants in the two conditions did not significantly differ in their reported exposure to news coverage of these discriminatory incidents prior to the experimental manipulation, $t(256) = - .73, p = .463$.

**Experimental Effects**

In line with our predictions, an independent-samples t-test showed that participants in the witnessing condition reported greater awareness of racial privilege ($M = 4.59, SD = 1.90$) than participants in the control condition ($M = 4.13, SD = 1.73; t(255) = -2.01, p = .045$).

Participants in the witnessing condition tended to report greater willingness to engage in collective action for racial justice ($M = 2.31, SD = 1.29$) than participants in the control condition ($M = 2.02, SD = 1.17$); however, this mean difference was not statistically significant according to conventional levels for testing statistical significance, $t(256) = -1.89, p = .060$ (see, e.g., Gelman & Hal Stern, 2006; Wasserstein & Lazar, 2016). Supplemental correlations showed that greater awareness of racial privilege was associated with greater willingness to participate in collective action for racial justice ($r = .50, p < .001$).

Additionally, prior exposure to news coverage of the Yale and Starbucks incidents was associated with both greater awareness of racial privilege ($r = .24, p < .001$) and greater willingness to engage in collective action for racial justice ($r = .33, p < .001$).

**Mediation Analyses**

We conducted a mediation analysis by using PROCESS Model 4 with 5,000 bootstrapped samples (see Hayes, 2013) in order to test whether awareness of racial privilege mediates the relationship between the experimental manipulation of witnessing incidents of racial discrimination and reported willingness to engage in collective action for racial justice.

We conducted this test of mediation both with and without including participants’ prior

---

8 Once we included prior exposure to news coverage of the discriminatory incidents as a covariate in the model, the indirect association was not significant, $b = .10, SE = .06, 95\% CI [-.01, .21]$. The experimental manipulation of witnessing racial discrimination did not directly predict willingness to engage in collective action for racial
exposure to news coverage of the discriminatory incidents as a covariate, in order to specify more closely the effects of the experimental manipulation; these tests yielded similar results, and the model that does not include prior exposure to news coverage of the discriminatory incidents as a covariate is reported below.

The experimental manipulation of witnessing racial discrimination emerged as a significant predictor of awareness of racial privilege, and awareness of racial privilege emerged as a significant predictor of willingness to engage in collective action for racial justice (see Figure 3). The experimental manipulation of witnessing racial discrimination did not directly predict willingness to engage in collective action for racial justice once awareness of racial privilege was included in the model. Nonetheless, results showed a significant indirect association of the experimentally-induced witnessing of discriminatory incidents on willingness to engage in collective action through the pathway of enhanced awareness of racial privilege, $b = .12, SE = .06, 95\% CI [.00, .24]$.$^9$ A sensitivity power analysis showed that with the available sample size ($N = 258$), we had 95% power to detect an effect size of $Cohen’s d = .06$. Thus, overall, findings from Study 3 provide experimental support for our hypothesis that witnessing incidents of racial discrimination would encourage greater willingness to participate in collective action by enhancing awareness of racial privilege among White Americans.

____

Insert Figure 3

____

$^9$ Hayes’s (2013) PROCESS macro with Model 14 was also conducted to see whether the manipulation was more or less effective for those who had not heard of these discriminatory events prior. The results showed that awareness of racial privilege was no longer a significant predictor of willingness to engage in collective action for racial justice, $b = .18, SE = .10, p = .069$, once prior exposure to the incidents was entered into the model. Neither the experimental manipulation of witnessing racial discrimination, $b = .13, SE = .13, p = .311$, nor prior exposure to the incidents, $b = .05, SE = .21, p = .807$, significantly predicted willingness to engage in collective action for racial justice when both were included in the model. The interaction of awareness of racial prejudice and prior exposure to the incidents was also not a significant predictor of willingness to engage in collective action for racial justice, $b = .05, SE = .04, p = .189$. 


General Discussion

Across all three studies, our results showed that witnessing racial discrimination can foster willingness to engage in collective action for racial justice among members of advantaged racial groups, through the pathway of enhanced awareness of racial privilege. It is important to highlight that awareness of racial privilege contributed uniquely to accounting for the relationship between witnessing racial discrimination and willingness to engage in collective action, both with and without taking into account Whites’ identification with their advantaged racial group (Studies 1 and 2; see also Branscombe et al., 2007; Doosje et al., 1998; Lowery et al., 2006). Moreover, we observed these same patterns of effects using both survey methods (Studies 1 and 2) and experimental procedures (Study 3), including both more liberal White respondents who identify as allies in the pursuit of racial justice (Study 2) as well as those with more varied political orientations that constitute the broader White population of the U.S. (Studies 1 and 3; see also Ross et al., 2010).

Taken together, findings from these studies point to a common process by which members of advantaged racial groups may come not only to acknowledge racial inequalities but to become more motivated to take action against racial injustice targeting the disadvantaged. Although members of advantaged racial groups tend to be less aware of the discrimination and unequal treatment that members of disadvantaged racial groups face on a regular basis (Gallup, 2016; Tropp & Barlow, 2018), witnessing incidents of racial discrimination may lead members of advantaged racial groups to recognize the existence and prevalence of racial discrimination; presumably, this witnessing of discriminatory incidents should make it more challenging for members of advantaged racial groups to deny that such differential treatment exists (Wilkins & Kaiser, 2014; see also Knowles et al., 2014), or to presume that members of disadvantaged racial groups are somehow exaggerating or inaccurately reporting on such occurrences (see ABC News, 2000; Dover et al., 2014).
In light of our findings, it is conceivable that the more advantaged group members witness incidents of racial discrimination, their views of racism may also change, shifting from something that is usually seen as an interpersonal problem (i.e., negative attitudes that individuals hold toward members of different racial and/or ethnic groups), to recognizing racism as a structural problem (i.e., policies, practices, and/or laws that have a disparate impact on members of particular racial or ethnic groups; see Jones, 1997). A growing body of research in the U.S. context suggests that people’s conceptions of racism as being rooted in interpersonal versus structural problems can shape how they respond to racial inequality (Rucker, Duker, & Richeson, 2019), and their inclinations to support policies designed to address societal inequality (Adams et al., 2008). Further research is needed to test more directly whether witnessing incidents of racial discrimination not only enhances awareness of racial privilege, but also corresponds with greater perceptions of racism as a structural problem that can and should be addressed through action for racial justice.

What our findings do suggest, however, is that witnessing incidents of racial discrimination may not only encourage members of advantaged racial groups to acknowledge the existence of their own group’s racial privilege but take action to address racial inequality. Our work complements previous research on privilege awareness by showing that, beyond shifting advantaged group members’ attitudes toward disadvantaged racial groups (e.g., Case & Stewart, 2010; Stewart et al., 2012), or emotional responses to racial inequality (e.g., Iyer et al., 2003), privilege awareness may also shape their willingness to engage in collective action to promote racial equality and justice.

As such, this research also has practical implications for designing strategies to combat racial inequality in the broader society. As shown in Study 3, enhanced awareness of racial privilege can grow from witnessing incidents of racial discrimination, even in settings where information about discriminatory incidents may be transmitted through social media.
These findings suggest that witnessing need not always be observed directly in situations to have meaningful effects, and indirect strategies may also be effective for disseminating information about discriminatory incidents, such as through videos and stories that may be shared with members of the general public. Indeed, as journalist Ernest Owens (2018) remarked:

“(t)hanks to social media, the nation is tuning in to a phenomenon of everyday racial profiling that’s been impeding the lives of black people for decades. Whether it’s sitting, golfing, exercising, renting, shopping, working or even napping while black -- the truth has become hard to deny: America is beginning to see how difficult it is living while black.”

Thus far, we have only examined the extent to which witnessing racial discrimination and the heightened awareness of racial privilege that grows from doing so may motivate members of advantaged racial groups to participate in collective action for racial justice. However, it is conceivable that witnessing incidents of racial discrimination may have farther-reaching effects, such as influencing the degree to which advantaged group members are willing to support social policies relevant to racial inequality or their own willingness to intervene when witnessing such incidents in the future. Earlier work on bystander intervention suggests that people typically may not intervene for a variety of reasons, including fear of standing out (see Hudson & Bruckman, 2004), or believing that intervention is not needed if others are not intervening (see Milgram & Gudehus, 1978; Prentice & Miller, 1996). Future studies might, therefore, explore the degree to which witnessing racial discrimination, either directly or indirectly, may predict intervening behaviors as other routes to taking action against racial injustice.

One limitation of the present work is that it relied on cross-sectional data to conduct mediation analyses. Even though Study 3 features an experimental manipulation, it still relies
on correlations between measures assessed at the same time point to test for mediation. As several scholars have noted, using cross-sectional data for mediation analysis can lead to biased estimates even under ideal conditions (Maxwell & Cole, 2007); moreover, when used to examine mechanisms underlying the effects of experimental manipulations, mediation analysis relies on the stringent assumption that the tested mediator is the only existing mediator (Fiedler, Schott, & Meiser, 2011). Though still common practice in psychological research (Fiedler, Harris, & Schott, 2018), this analytic strategy does not allow for testing whether a variable is indeed a mediator of the relevant effect. Future studies should test for mediation using longitudinal or experimental research designs.

Another limitation of the present research is that White American participants were not asked directly about the extent to which they perceive themselves, or other White people, to be targets of racial discrimination. Given that many White Americans now believe that discrimination against White people is as big a problem as discrimination against Black people (Gonyea, 2017; Norton & Sommers, 2011), it is possible that witnessing incidents of racial discrimination against Black people would do little to shift awareness of privilege or willingness to combat racial inequality among those Whites who feel racially targeted.

On the other hand, White people who report having been discriminated against due to other social identities (e.g., gender, sexual orientation, social class) may be more inclined to support Black people targeted by discriminatory incidents, as they are more likely to be aware of the broader existence of structural inequalities (Batson et al., 1997; Curtin et al., 2015; see also Acar & Uluğ, 2016; Vollhardt, 2009 for related research in other contexts). Future studies may, therefore, consider how Whites’ perceptions of discrimination, targeting themselves and others on a range of identity dimensions, may correspond with their awareness of racial privilege and willingness to participate in collective action for racial justice.
Another issue that may be relevant to the present work involves the potential for White people to show avoidant or defensive reactions in response to racial discrimination, rather than inclinations to engage in collective action to promote racial equality and justice. We recognize that some White people may feel defensive or uncomfortable when racial inequalities are made salient, and this may lead them to deny (Knowles et al., 2014), avoid or become hostile toward disadvantaged racial groups (Plant & Devine, 2003). Prior research has shown that highly identified members of advantaged groups are less inclined to recognize inequality (Doosje et al., 1998), more inclined to have more negative attitudes toward Black people (Stewart et al., 2012) and express greater modern racism (Branscombe et al., 2007). Therefore, future studies should also investigate different reactions to witnessing incidents of racial discrimination by directly measuring both avoidance and defensive responding among both highly identified and low-identified White people.

In addition to awareness of privilege, future studies should also focus on people’s perceptions of legitimacy and injustice as important factors in shaping motivations to engage in collective action. The materials we used in this research – and particularly in Study 3 – may be interpreted in different ways. Even though the incidents depicted in Study 3 clearly indicate racial discrimination from the perspective of members of racially disadvantaged groups (Anderson, 2018), others may see these same events as being race-related but not instances of discrimination. It is difficult to know precisely what interpretations grow in the minds of perceivers when they are exposed to such incidents. Given that previous work has shown both perceptions of injustice (van Zomeren et al., 2008) and legitimacy (Thomas & Louis, 2014) to be important predictors of support for collective action, future studies should, therefore, investigate such beliefs on behalf of perceivers when they are exposed to these incidents.
Finally, future studies could also take into account people’s cross-group interactions in order to understand their motivations for social change. For example, other recent studies reveal that White participants’ contact experiences with Black Americans (Hayward, Tropp, Hornsey, & Barlow, 2017), their communication with Black Americans about group inequalities (Tropp, Uluğ & Uysal, 2020), and their closeness to Black Americans who they know to be targeted by discriminatory incidents (Tropp & Uluğ, 2019) may further contribute to enhancing their awareness of privilege as well as their willingness to engage in collective action for racial justice.

Nonetheless, findings from the current research strongly suggest that witnessing incidents of racial discrimination can promote a greater willingness to engage in collective action for racial justice among members of advantaged racial groups, through enhancing their awareness of racial privilege. Lowery et al. (2006, p. 973) argue that “[t]o fully contribute to the creation of a just society, members of the dominant group must also cease to use their dominant position to protect and enhance privileges associated with their group membership.” As such, our results offer hope that further steps toward racial equality may be taken as members of advantaged racial groups become more aware of racial discrimination and their own racial privilege, such that they become more motivated to take action for racial justice.
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Table 1

*Means, standard deviations, and correlations among key variables (Study 1).*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>M (SD)</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Witnessing racial discrimination</td>
<td>2.17 (1.00)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Awareness of racial privilege</td>
<td>4.43 (1.82)</td>
<td>.60***</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Willingness to engage in collective action</td>
<td>1.74 (1.05)</td>
<td>.45***</td>
<td>.50***</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. White identification</td>
<td>4.84 (1.36)</td>
<td>-.07</td>
<td>-.09*</td>
<td>-.13**</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* ***$p < .001$, **$p < .01$, *$p < .05$.**
Table 2

Means, standard deviations, and correlations among key variables (Study 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>M (SD)</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Witnessing racial discrimination</td>
<td>3.11 (.79)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Awareness of racial privilege</td>
<td>6.23 (1.00)</td>
<td>.41***</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Willingness to engage in collective action</td>
<td>3.67 (.80)</td>
<td>.20*</td>
<td>.32**</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. White identification</td>
<td>4.21 (1.36)</td>
<td>-1.14</td>
<td>-.26**</td>
<td>-.20</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. ***p < .001, **p < .01, *p < .05
Figure 1. Mediational analysis illustrating the direct and indirect associations of witnessing racial discrimination on awareness of racial privilege and willingness to engage in collective action (Study 1). The figure displays standardized regression coefficients (and standard errors). The numbers in brackets represent the standardized regression coefficient (and standard error) for the relation between witnessing racial discrimination and willingness to engage in collective action after adjusting for awareness of racial privilege. ***p < .001
Figure 2. Mediational analysis illustrating the direct and indirect associations of witnessing racial discrimination on awareness of racial privilege and willingness to engage in collective action (Study 2). The figure displays standardized regression coefficients (and standard errors). The numbers in brackets represent the standardized regression coefficient (and standard error) for the relation between witnessing racial discrimination and willingness to engage in collective action after adjusting for awareness of racial privilege. ***p < .001, **p < .01, *p < .05
Witnessing incidents of racial discrimination on awareness of racial privilege and willingness to engage in collective action (Study 3). The figure displays standardized regression coefficients (and standard errors). The numbers in brackets represent the standardized regression coefficient (and standard error) for the relation between witnessing racial discrimination and willingness to engage in collective action after adjusting for awareness of racial privilege. ***p < .001, *p < .05, +p = .059.